Direct visualization of protein adsorption to primary containers by gold nanoparticles.
Adsorption of proteins to primary containers can result in protein loss, protein denaturation, or aggregation. We report a simple and effective method to directly detect and visualize adsorption of proteins to container surfaces by staining adsorbed proteins with gold nanoparticles, which bind proteins nonspecifically. The gold nanoparticle staining method was applied to study adsorption to siliconized glass prefilled syringes (PFSs) of a therapeutic protein in a liquid formulation. The protein was found to preferentially adsorb to glass surfaces over siliconized surfaces in PFSs. The presence of adsorbed proteins on glass surfaces was confirmed by in situ Raman spectroscopy. Gold nanoparticle staining patterns revealed that adsorption of proteins to hydrophobic cyclic olefin polymer plastic vials was minimized compared with hydrophilic type I glass vials. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) also preferentially adsorbed to glass surfaces compared with siliconized surfaces as revealed by the gold staining patterns in PFS incubated with BSA, supporting the use of albumin to minimize loss of proteins in glass containers. The method is particularly valuable for high-concentration protein formulations in which adsorption of proteins to containers cannot be easily detected by other methods.